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Student voice 

Student questionnaire. 1013 students from 7-11. 

Questions 

a. This year, have you noticed a change in your subject lessons where you see a wider 

diversity of representation of people in resources such as worksheets and images? 

The average grade of this was 2.75, with 1 being yes, very noticeable and 5 being not at all. The 

skew is towards the not at all, though only slightly. Of the 49 who scored a 5, 39 self-identified as 

White British or White Other. 10 self-identified as BAME. There were 146 who scored a 4 and 72 

were BAME students. 110 scored a 1 and only 17 were BAME students. Of the 277 who scored a 

2, only 30 were BAME. The majority fell in the 3/5 category. Only 39% of students answered a 1 

or a 2. 19% answered a 4 or 5. 

 

b. What subjects have done this well? 

By far the highest praised subject was History then English, maths, RE and PHSEC. 146 

students declined to name one.  

  

c. Are you able to bring the perspective from your own cultural background into the 

classroom? 

71% of students felt that they were able to do so. Of the remaining 29%, 4% identified as 

Black and over half as British, though of that, over half were British Other.  

 

d. Do you feel that your perspective is valued by your teachers? 

An average score of 2.28 with 256 students responding with a 1 (Highest). The overwhelming 

majority of these were white/white other. Only 15 students who responded with a 1 were 

Black. At the other end of the scale, 21 students answered with a 5 and from a range of 

ethnicities with no clear pattern. 3 identified as Black. There was no clear pattern in the 3 

and 4 score range either. 83% of the students who answered a 1 or 2 here had also done so 

for question a. 
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e. Which subjects do this well? 

English, maths, PSHE, RE came out well, though the majority of students struggled to name a 

subject.  

 

f. Does the learning environment in your classroom reflect your culture and background? 

55% of students said yes, with 45% indicating no. Black, African, Asian, British other, Polish 

formed the majority of no’s as did those who identified from more than one culture. 87% of 

the students who answered yes for this also answered yes for c. 

 

g. What can the school do next or do better in this area? 

Below is a selection of quotes from students. These are the ones that were repeated most often.  

- I want more diversity in what we learn for example how we studied black poets in English, and 
we could do it throughout the school year instead of just Black History Month 

- Maybe they can ask about where we are from and we can each create a poster about our 
background.  

- wider diversity of representation of people in resources such as worksheets and images 
- A display board in all form classes on like where you are from an what its like.  
- add some more class work on certain cultures related to the topic 
- Be more inclusive and learn about more diverse people rather than just eurocentric people  
- Black history month is amazing but I feel like we should also incorporate other ethnicities such 

as the Asian community and East African events. It shouldn’t be a month it should be included in 
the school curriculum. 

- bring more awareness to all people of racial minority, Asians, black people, middle eastern, etc. 
- by hanging up maybe some maps or paintings to do with ethnicity  
- By including different cultures into lessons from around the world. 
- Concentrate on lesser known cultures such as Slavic traditions etc 
- Continue to include the representation of people from different cultures 
- Continue to teach about important figures in BAME community in all subjects and allow all 

voices to be heard rather than just white voices. 
- Creating more discussions in classes, bringing in more ethnic people to talk about their 

experiences 
- cultural cooking, African languages taught in school, Asian languages taught in school 
- Decorate classrooms with different cultures around the room. 
- do more activities and workshops to do with this 
- Do more activities where student can express themselves and tell others about there culture 
- do more things to appreciate culture. try recognize all cultures throughout the whole school 

term and not only when it's black history month and not just when somethings happened. 
- Educate everyone and have more class discussions about our cultural backgrounds  
- Embed more ethnic minority figures in the curriculum, not just during black history month  
- Encourage learning about other cultures- such as Asian history that is not on the course and I 

know very little about I would love to learn about this  
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- give us inspirational figures who relate to what we want to do 
- include everyone’s race and ethnicity and make sure everyone feels included. 

 

Summary 

It is clear that there is much to still do and that we are at the start of the journey. There is a 

recognition amongst students that things are changing, but that the change needs to be 

more visible and reflective. What also comes across is that students with a mixed heritage 

are the ones who feel most isolated by the curriculum. There are some subjects, history in 

particular, who are recognised as having an impact to date, but all could do better. Students 

were also very clear in what they wanted to see moving forward – better representation in 

subject classrooms and resources and opportunities to share and celebrate each other’s 

cultures. They wanted to see this consistently in all lessons and subjects throughout the 

year, which is what subjects have identified as their pledges.   

  

 

Subject feedback 

Subjects have been working to make sure that there is better representation in their schemes of 

learning and the resources associated with this. While the student voice shows that there is some 

way to go on this, ensuring that every unit across all subjects shows a diverse range of 

representation is a task that will take some time. What is clear is that staff are dedicated to 

increasing representation.  

I will detail what some subjects are doing to meet their pledge of better representation to give a 

flavour of the efforts being made. 

The English faculty have altered several units and created a new unit in Year 9. In year 7, the 

students are studying a new novel, The Bone Sparrow. In year 8, the students will be studying 

Language and Power: A Linguistic Study of Class, Gender, and Race and completing a study of a 

Contemporary Poet: Inua Ellams. The new unit in Year 9 is based around World Literature – Piecing 

Me Together and Challenging Perspectives. The new unit has just been completed and in-house CPD 

for staff on delivering the unit. The focus on the unit will be on Intersectionality and Complex, 

Fragmented Identities, The Nature of Authentic Mentorship, The Power of Art, Assumptions, 

Privilege, Oppression, Race and Class. 

RE have focused on two year groups and this 

was clear in the feedback where RE was praised 

by year 7 and 10. Year 7 studies Black Majority 

Churches and will consider inculturation when 

teaching Who Is Jesus? Year 10 have studied 

Rev. Rose Hudson-Wilkin with a focus on Black 

female role models before moving on to 

Forgiveness and Reconciliation, Conflict and 

Peace (Hotel Rwanda), where they will give pupils opportunities to discuss the issues concerning 

their lived in experiences. 
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Maths have used their time to edit resources to 

make them more inclusive. In Year 10, they created  

a section on probability in politics which includes a 

section on Stacey Abrams. In year 9, they made clear 

the link to the BAME individuals who have 

contributed to 70 years of NHS success and  included 

graphs in the Big Picture to stimulate a discussion on 

systemic racism in USA. Maths have been looking at 

creating more opportunities that arise organically in 

their curriculum.  

  
As with Maths, Science have been organically altering resources to include better 

representation across the board. The Black History Month gave an opportunity for 

Black scientists to discuss their work in STEM subjects and this has been such a 

success that this is being implemented across ks3 and 4 wherever possible (image is of 

a pharmacist who sent her video in). Resources have greater diversity in 

representation, but also in highlighting the role of BAME scientists over the years. 

 

 

 

 

 

Another area that has been altered are assessments. The image below shows a question from the 

exam board that the Science faculty felt gave an unfair representation of women and so changed it – 

not to a black woman, but a successful woman who happens to be black. This has been an issue with 

several questions from the 

exam board – not the 

representation as such, more 

the how representation occurs.  

 

 

 

 

 

Psychology took the opportunity of Black History Month to build a new unit: ‘missing from the 

specification’ that raises issues of prejudice, discrimination and/or achievement of black 

psychologists. Sociology have researched more black sociologists so that their contribution to the 

subject can be more widely celebrated in the scheme of learning. Food and Nutrition have created 

an International Foods display board and use the opportunity when cooking food from different 

parts of the world to discuss culture and how food is part of that. Geography have rewritten the 

GCSE Economic Geography unit to emphasise a fairer and less exploitative lens on Nigeria. The same 
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has been done for Ks3 units on Africa, Middle East, Asia and India. Music have added more cultural 

examples of pieces from around the world and art have also added more cultural art works, artists 

and opportunities for studies in their schemes of learning.  

History has also made changes to their schemes of learning and have been addressed by the Head of 

History.  

The overall picture is that change is happening and that the changes being made are long term and 

will change the nature of the curriculum at a very fundamental level.  

There is much more to do and staff are aware of this.  

As they prepare to teach a new unit, it is evaluated and edited by staff to ensure better 

representation of different and diverse cultures. What this means is that it will take time for all units, 

all resources and all schemes of learning to have this embedded into it at a deep level that makes a 

visible difference. As staff mindset changes and this becomes an unconscious norm when writing 

schemes of learning, we can focus on inclusivity at the teaching and learning level so we can get 

students to share their perspectives, experiences and cultures more readily and in a way that is 

empowering for every student. 

 

 

Next steps  

a. We need to celebrate cultures more visibly.  

Students want to share and by doing so feel valued. They want opportunities to do 

this in registration where they can share with students about their culture and have 

everyone celebrate this.  

A huge number of students wanted maps in their rooms where they could show 

people where the are from and paintings & artwork from those cultures. Students 

want visibility – not just of their own culture, but to experience other cultures and 

broaden their own horizons.  

To consider; What are the cultures of students? How can we bring different cultural 

heritages into the classroom? How can we support staff in this? What are all the 

languages our students speak? Where do they and their parents come from? What is 

the culture associated with languages.   

 

Students need space to share their culture and values and have it reflected to 

them in the school through the curriculum. 

 

b. Subject teachers need to continue to build a more diverse and representative 

curriculum for students of all backgrounds to see themselves reflected more often. 

c. Inclusivity should be built into the Teaching and Learning programme to better 

equip staff to empower students using their own lived in experiences and cultures. 

 


